
 

Braun Oral-B iO Series 9 - Tooth brush

white

Group Personal hygiene

Manufacturer Braun

Manufacturer item no. 302919

EAN/UPC 4210201302919

Description
Oral-B's best clean ever with revolutionary magnetic iO technology for a
professional clean feeling and gentle brushing experience. Combines the
unique round brush head from Oral-B with gentle micro-vibrations for a
fresh, clean-mouth feel and 100% healthier gums in one week. 3D Teeth
Tracking with A.I to monitor your brushing across the front, top and back
surfaces of your teeth; guiding you to your most thorough possible clean.
Interactive color display signals important information: including brushing
modes and head replacement reminder, greets you as you power up and
gives you a smile for a job well done. 7 smart modes to personalize your
brushing: daily clean, sensitive, gum care, intense clean, whitening, super
sensitive, tongue cleaner. Enhanced smart pressure sensor signals red, white
or green to alert you whether you're brushing too hard, too softly or with just
the right amount of pressure. Magnetic charger has lock-in-place stability and
provides a ~3-hour quick charge & it comes with a charging travel case to
charge your brush for convenience when traveling. 

 

Main features  

Product Description Oral-B iO Series 9 - tooth brush - white

Product Type Tooth brush

Colour White

Extended details
General

Product Type Tooth brush

Category Oral health care

Colour White

Electric Toothbrushes

Brushing Modes Daily clean, gum care, sensitive, whitening, Tongue Cleaning, intense, super
sensitive

Brushing Modes Qty 7

Replacement Brush Compatibility iO Replacement head



 

Settings, Controls & IndicatorsControl Elements Push button

Indicators Battery level, excess pressure

Smartphone Compatible Yes

Display

Type OLED display

Internet of Things (IoT)

Internet of Things (IoT) Compatible Yes

Communications Technology Bluetooth

Miscellaneous

Included Accessories iO Ultimate Clean brush head ¦ Power2Go charging travel case ¦ Magnetic
charging base ¦ Brush head travel case

Power

Power Source Battery

Battery Charging Yes

Full Charge Time 3 hrs
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